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BIG FAT STORM (#6)

Koala Beach (#2)

Ontheshadyside (#3)

Exacta:  2-6/2-3-6, $4.  Tri:  2-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.  Daily Double:  2-6/4-6, $8.      
PARKER’S
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Second in each of his last two sprint efforts, he should be able to sprint clear 
early in here and may prove tough to catch.
Wire to wire winner over slightly easier last will most likely sit right behind the 
top choice early here, he’s quite capable of making it two straight.
Will benefit if the top two hook up early, obvious danger.

SEATTLES BEST COPY (#6)

Jazz Queen (#4)

Judy Kay (#5)

Exacta:   4-6/4-5-6, cost $4. 

Gave notice with a good debut when second, she can improve off that race and 
gets call in a wide open race.
Chased a rocket first quarter mile before tiring in the stretch when facing tougher, 
she drops into a maiden claiming race here, will battle with the top choice early.
First time starter goes for a barn that has them ready, she should have ability.

CATS EGO (#2)

Inviting Roman (#3)

Dakota Firefly (#1)

Exacta:   2-3/1-2-3, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-6-7, $12.
Pick 3:   2-3/1-7/1-3, cost $8. 

Was bumped pretty hard at the start and couldn’t recover when a well beaten 
fourth last, but Mawing rides today and he should go much better.
Has yet to show much but he drops to the bottom and goes to a route, if he has 
any ability he figures to show it in this spot.
He appears the quickest early in here and should go a long way on the lead.

DUKE STREET KING (#7)

Colton’s First (#1)

Epic Electorate (#2)

Exacta:   1-7/1-2-7, cost $4. Trifecta:    1-7/1-2-7/1-2-3-6-7, $12. 
Pick 3:   1-7/1-3/5-6, cost $8.

Received a perfect trip when beating slightly easier last, but he again should get a 
nice stalking trip today, can make it three for three.
Chased a quick half mile before tiring in his first start at Emerald last, he goes to 
a route, draws the rail and will be in the battle right from the start.
Back routing after an evenly sprint try, he is likely to get part again.

BRATS BRAT (#1)

Enter Back (#3)

Miss Fast Eddie (#4)

Exacta:   1-3/1-3-4, $4.  Tri:  1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-7-8, $12.  Pick 3:  1-3/5-6/4-6, $8.

Finished a clear second when favored at this level in her most recent, she comes 
off several good efforts and her consistency should be rewarded today.
Comes off a short rest after running in Arizona, she also drops off a claim but 
looks to be the main threat to the top choice.
Nice score over a decent field two weeks ago, she can’t be ignored.

JACK THE PIRATE (#5)

Tobiah’s Journey (#6)

Uzziah (#1)

Exacta:  5-6/1-5-6, $4.  Tri:  5-6/1-5-6/1-3-5-6-7, $12.  Pick 3:  1-5-6/4-5-6/1, $8.

Returns to Emerald after a couple of dull efforts in California, but one was on 
synthetic and the other turf, he should appreciate the return to dirt.
Comes off two big scores in each of his last two races, he clearly is very sharp 
right now and looms the one to beat.
Nice third to tougher in his most recent, he drops a notch, expect good try.

Super:  1-3/1-3-4/1-3-4-7-8/1-3-4-7-8, $12.  Pick 5:  1-3/1-5-6/4-5-6/1/1-8, $18.

Super:   1-7/1-2-7/1-2-3-6-7/1-2-3-6-7, $12.  

Super:   2-3/1-2-3/1-2-3-6-7/1-2-3-6-7, $12.

Super:   4-6/4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $12. 

Super:  2-6/2-3-6/1-2-3-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $12.  Pick 3:  2-6/4-6/2-3, $8.  Pick 4:  2-6/4-6/2-3/1-7, $8. 

Super:  5-6/1-5-6/1-3-5-6-7/1-3-5-6-7, $12.  Pick 4:  5-6/4-5-6/1/1-8, cost $6.

Trifecta: 4-6/4-5-6/1-2-4-5-6, $12.
Pick 3:  4-6/2-3/1-7, cost $8. 
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KENZIE CAROLINA (#4)

Lasting Rose (#6)

Seventyprcentcocoa (#5)

Exacta:   4-6/4-5-6, cost $4.

Couldn’t reach Stephanie Plum while second to that one in her most recent, 
but she drops down to the level of her last win here, edge.
Crushed easier two weeks ago, she does face much tougher in this spot but she 
again will have to be caught.
Outfinished late when 3/5 in her last, blinkers go on here, maybe.

Super:  4-6/4-5-6/2-3-4-5-6/2-3-4-5-6, $12.

OLE’S MISS (#1)

Find Your Spot (#5)

Chu and You (#6)

Exacta:   1/5-6, 5-6/1, cost $4. Trifecta:   1/5-6/2-3-5-6, cost $6..

Daily Double:  1/1-8, cost $4.

Invader from Canada ships in off a nice second in a stakes earlier this month, 
she gets on a mile oval which she should prefer, choice.
She hasn’t done a thing wrong in her last several races and just beat all but  
the top choice in the Irish Day Handicap, she is one tough customer.
Second to the top choice last, her early speed must be respected.

SPLENDINI (#1)

Sir Riley (#8)

Diamond Drop (#3)

Exacta:  1-8/1-3-8, cost $4.  Trifecta:  1-8/1-3-8/1-2-3-4-8, $12. 

Disappointed when favored in his two starts at Emerald, but he did have 
excuses for both and he can make amends today.
Firced a quick pace for the level before tiring a bit for second against similer, he 
draws a nice post and should get a great trip from just off the lead early.
Drops to the bottom after a better than looks fifth last, he must be considered.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS

for Saturday Afternoon, July 19th, 2014

Super:  1-8/1-3-8/1-2-3-4-8/1-2-3-4-8, cost $12.

Super:  1/5-6/2-3-5-6/2-3-4-5-6,  $9. 

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:

OLE’S MISS in the eighth. INVITING ROMAN in the third.

Today’s Exotic Play: 

Race 4, $.50 Super:  1-7/1-2-7/1-2-3-6-7/1-2-3-6-7, $12.

Tri:  4-6/4-5-6/2-3-4-5-6, $12. 

Pick 3:  4-5-6/1/1-8, cost $6.   
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IRON FIST (#2)
Milton (#9)

Lord Nelson (#3)

TWO STEP FLOR (#4)
Adellusion (#6)

Pay the Debt (#8)

AWESOME RETURN (#4)
Yard Line (#9)

Sawyer’s Hill (#2)

WILL TRUE UP (#11)
Mavericks Gun (#2)

U S Citizen (#4)

BOLLYWOOD (#9)
American Sailor (#10)

Scorpious (#7)

PREMIER STEPS (#1)
Beatrice (#5)

Cozze Up Lady (#10)

POWER CRAZED (#2)
Gold Chaser (#5)

Southern Freedom (#9)

HOLY LUTE (#5)
Diamond Bachelor (#9)
Royal F J (#4)
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Del Mar Sacramento Hastings
Race Selections for Saturday, July 19th, 2014

IMAGE OF TOMAHAWK (#3)
Wide Awake (#2)

Dashn Bobi McGee (#1)

SPARKIN ONE (#3)
Secretly Famous (#6)

Jdbs Royal Rona (#1)

SAMMY V (#9)
My Vaz Is Hot (#4)

My Kaliber (#2)

WINE AND SONG (#4)
Sidepocket Lou (#5)

Tahoe Yodeler (#3)

REDSTONE (#3)
Perfect Game Cain (#7)

We Own the Night (#5)

ARTAKSEZ (#7)
Good Company (#1)

Mr. Satisfaction (#6)

IMPLICATED (#3)
Livelaughlove (#8)

Sizzling Bel (#9)

PAPASLILPRINCESS (#1)
Top Kisser (#7)
Unusual Way (#5)

MICKY BALL (#4)
Go Mojave Go (#6)

Ruled by Kisses (#2)

STORMY CANUCK (#6)
Max Cooper (#1)

Grandpa George (#2)

HONEY SKILA (#3)
Another Addition (#5)

Rachael Run (#2)

JOINT CHOICE (#5)
Stormin Proud Papa (#7)

Ray’s Reno (#4)

BULLET (#5)
Biscuit (#2)

Ya Kula (#3)

STONERIDGE RULER (#4)
Goes Way Back (#8)

Ambleside Park (#2)

DEAR LILLY (#1)
Havasu Falls (#3)

Super Divine (#2)

BE REMARKABLE (#@)
Jagtime Tune (#4)

Capeaway (#8)

Race 11, Del Mar:

Usbek Thunder (#5)
Dress Code (#3)

MIND THE MASTER (#9)

SANDIVA (#7)
Sheza Smoke Show (#10)

My Conquestadory (#12)

MIND THE MASTER (#9)
Usbek Thunder (#5)
Dress Code (#3)

DI CONTI (#5)
Last Draw (#3)

Lookout Scout (#1)


